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Al-Khalili
Hello.  My guest today is an expert in the behaviour of birds which has led her to some unexpected findings.  Nicky Clayton is a professor of comparative cognition at the University of Cambridge and says intelligence in birds, like crows and jays, develop quite separately hundreds of millions of years ago from that of apes and humans.  Her elegant experiments are inspired by watching birds in the wild and trying to get inside their mind-set.  Nicky's work raises many questions about the understanding of animal behaviour, including whether as humans we can ever interpret the actions of other species accurately.  But she says her work with birds and other animals can help illuminate young children's activities and how their brains develop.  This insight into children's brains is now part of a collaboration with the Rambert Dance Company.  Nicky has a passion for dancing and she's currently their scientist in residence.  Their latest work:  Seven for a secret never to be told, is inspired by how children's play nourishes their creativity and intelligence.  But it all started with the birds.

Nicky, welcome to The Life Scientific.  You've spent most of your scientific career studying the behaviour of birds, how far back does this obsession with birds go?

Clayton
About as far back as my obsession for dance, pretty much as soon as I can remember, so that must be around the age of four.  It's all about beautiful movement and if you watch a flock of starlings it really is like this just most exquisite three dimensional avian ballet.

Al-Khalili
Now you're interested in birds' intelligence, mainly crows and jays.  You studied general zoology and I guess most scientists studying intelligence in non-humans would choose apes who are our closest relations, possibly dolphins, why are birds so clever?

Clayton
Let me preface that by saying I'm not sure that all the birds are so clever anymore than I'd want to say that all the mammals are so clever.  But some birds are extremely bright and members of the crow family, which includes the magpies, jays and ravens, are one such group, another are the parrots.  And you only have to look in the beady eye and see them watching you, it's really quite remarkable.

Al-Khalili
You've even referred to birds as feathered apes, implying they have some sort of comparative intelligence to the great apes.

Clayton
Absolutely, so my husband and colleague, Nathan Emery, and I developed the hypothesis that apes and crows have independently evolved the same kind of cognitive abilities or intelligence, if you like.  Even though they're very, very distantly related they shared a common ancestor 300 millionyears ago or more and they have very different brains.  And yet if you look at their behaviours, what they can do with tools for example and how they can plan ahead, it really is quite stunning.

Al-Khalili
Now in your aviary you keep crows and jays, both members of the corvid family.  We have some archive here of you with the birds in Cambridge.  It sounds like you have a very strong relationship with them.

Clip
We're going to the north aviary to go and meet the Eurasian jays - Hoy and Romero.  Romero is a very handsome young male jay and Hoy is a big fat bully.  What a lot of noise.  Hello.  Hello it's.... cacophony of sound from the rook parliament over there in the north aviary.  Hello boys and girls.  I hand raised them.  Hello.  Hello.  There's Hoy, he's checking us out, hello.  Hello big boy.

Al-Khalili
Do they really have personalities?

Clayton
Oh yeah, they're so different.  I mean Romero is always the star of the show and Hoy is just this bully boy, he's also extremely intelligent but he'll spend ages displaying to you, showing you how his white bum patch is far bigger and better than anybody else's in the world.

Al-Khalili
I ask this because it's very easy for us to anthropomorphise.  I visited Italy recently, a robotics lab, and they have these robots there that they sort of moulded children's faces on them, I started talking to these robots the way I would to a small child and realising how ridiculous it was.  You know we talk to our pets in that way.  Is there a danger - I mean you can't anthropomorphise because you're trying to carry out careful objective scientific research - is it difficult?

Clayton
I don't actually find it difficult to flip flop between the two.  I find it absolutely fine to say hello Hoy how are you doing, knowing jolly well that that isn't a scientific question, that's not what I'm investigating, that's just all part of the bond.  It's very clear in my mind this is a bonding thing and I'm doing it for me and that the soothing voices helps our relationship and if the animals are calm then you're more likely to get them to behave in interesting ways.  So I can't just say because Romero was [kissing sound], I love you, this proves that he has a theory about love, that would be ridiculous, that would be when I'd be anthropomorphising.  So what I have to do is make sure that we design carefully controlled experiments and that we have - we decide beforehand what the particular things we're going to measure are, it might be the number of food items a bird hides in a particular place and all that has to be carefully recorded and monitored.  So I think for me that's the distinction.  If you're having a bond with them to make them calm and to make you feel better that's fine.

Al-Khalili
That's not the same as the scientific experiment.

Clayton
Just keep the science separate.

Al-Khalili
Absolutely.  Now you're a professor at Cambridge and a fellow of the Royal Society and you achieved both relatively young.  One way to get a good head start in scientific research is to have the right supervisor for your PhD and traditionally it's the supervisor who chooses the students.  But your supervisor, Peter Slater, who's now Emeritus Professor at St Andrews University, suggests you had other plans.

Slater
One of my colleagues rather rudely said that Nicky went round the country interviewing us all and then chose Peter.  I think there's some truth in that really because there was definitely the sense that we were the people who she was considering as possible PhD supervisors and there was no doubt when you'd interacted with her for a short time that this was a young woman who was going places.  I think it's a rare thing in science for people to have the vision to know exactly what questions animals are going to be prepared to answer for you and I think Nicky has that knack; she's able to phrase a question and put it to her birds and her birds will stand to attention and answer it, she's got herself into the mind-set of the birds.

Al-Khalili
So Nicky Clayton how do you get inside the mind of a bird?

Clayton
I just have this gut feeling I suppose or an instinct.  That sounds terribly unscientific.  It's just a connection.  

Al-Khalili
There's some sort of instinctive choice.  But I still imagine it must be difficult to choose the right questions to ask, after all how do you avoid just getting the answers that you're already looking for?  

Clayton
Well Konrad Lorenz, who was one of the Nobel Laureates for ethology and one of the three founders of the field, always said know your animal.  For me that was really trying to watch very carefully and critically about behaviour and then use that as inspiration to think about what the interesting questions would be and how you could go about testing those.

Al-Khalili
Now the work you're best known for is the idea that intelligence develops along separate evolutionary pathways in birds.  What was your original inspiration for this idea?

Clayton
Well this was an idea that I had jointly with my husband, Nathan Emery.  When Nathan and I were first courting, to use that quaint old fashioned term, Nathan was studying primate behaviour and I'd been working with birds for quite a long time by then and we were talking about whether we could do some scientific collaborations together and Nathan was fascinated with eye gaze and there's a lot of work on primate eye gaze and we were wondering what we could do with birds.  And we started to think about how to answer some questions about what birds might understand and I'd been watching the birds quite carefully...

Al-Khalili
And that's something you'd been doing for years, you were already impressed with these birds' abilities.

Clayton
I was already impressed and I am a fidget so most lunchtimes I would wonder around the campus just watching and listening and I was fascinated by the fact that there were a group of local scrub jays that had clearly capitalised on the fact that the students would come out and sit on the lawn and eat lunch and the crafty little scrub jays had figured out that what you could do is you could nip down and steal people's crisps and you'd see a bird quickly stash some food away somewhere and then when all the other birds had disappeared off or were distracted themselves the individual that had stashed the food would whizzy back down again and move it somewhere else.  But I would notice that it only bothered to re-hide the food when other birds were around and so that gave us the idea for an experiment.  And in this experiment we were able to show that indeed in a laboratory controlled setting birds only hide food and move it to a new place later if other birds had been watching them.  And then we discovered, to our amazement, that not all birds do this, it's only experienced thieves that actually engage in this behaviour.  And that led us on to the whole idea that these birds might have theory of mind.

Al-Khalili
You see this is the important thing - the theory of mind.  Because you're suggesting that these birds somehow have the ability to put themselves into the future or put themselves into another bird's mind and guess what they would know and then act accordingly.

Clayton
Absolutely.  And in fact that was the first time at which we thought wow that's something that really you only think of the great apes and humans as being able to do.

Al-Khalili
Well you see this is the thing that I and I guess a lot of listeners will be puzzled by because dogs bury their bones, squirrels bury their nuts - why is this somehow a sign of real intelligence?

Clayton
My argument would be yes, dogs bury bones, squirrels bury acorns but nobody's shown that those animals are capable of putting themselves into another's shoes.  But yes the idea that they bury the food is one thing, to be able to show that they're sensitive to whether others are watching and do different things when they're on their own from when others are watching is a second level and at quite a third level, and I think that so far the jays are unique in this, is being able to show that they can use their past experience to infer something.  So the really stunning thing is that the jays re-hide their stashes of food and they only do so if they have been watched at the time when they were hiding the food in the first place.  That whole leap, you know, if we showed that all jays do it you might say well it's just instinctive spontaneous behaviour, if you like it's the power of using your experience and then this insightful moment and that's what makes it cognitive, not the fact that they hide the food, it's the fact that they have these clever processes that they can make these interesting inferences and deductions.

Al-Khalili
Nicky, it seems the more intelligent you make these crows seem the closer we get to Hitchcock's Birds and the more scared I get.

Clayton
Good.  Yes I guess I'm arguing that they're not bird brain as a derogatory term but brainy birds, at least these members of the crow family.  And it's a scary thought isn't it that perhaps it's but an evolutionary accident that we ended as a planet of the apes and not a planet of the crows.

Al-Khalili
The next time I stare at a crow and it stares back I'll be having second thoughts about what it's thinking. 

You're listening to The Life Scientific with me, Jim Al-Khalili, and my guest today is Nicky Clayton. 

You met your husband Nicky, Nathan Emery, now senior lecturer in animal behaviour at Queen Mary, University of London, when you were both researchers in California and you still work and collaborate in the same area.  He describes you as a Tasmanian Devil - full of energy.  Here's how he sums up the pros and cons of working together:

Emery
The benefits are you have a focus, you have something you can talk about.  We also would have a joint lab so we'd often have joint students or all our students would get together and know each other as well and almost treat us like a surrogate mum and dad.  So we'd have a very family atmosphere in our lab.  By working on the research together we actually get a lot of time that we can spend - spend together.  And on the other side the costs are that we get to spend lots of time together, in a way that's sort of a double edged sword.  Nicky is more of the detail, she's very specific in terms of the controls of the experiment and the interpretations, where I'm very much big picture, when we were looking at comparing crows and apes for example.  That's also I think why we're very complementary is that she can sort of hone me in a bit and I can make sure that she doesn't get tied into details.

Al-Khalili
This all sounds very cosy.  Is it important to you Nicky to have this family like environment in your lab?

Clayton
All goes back to my time as a PhD student with Peter Slater, and what he and his wife, Elizabeth, did was to have this just wonderful nurturing atmosphere, they used to have these pot luck suppers in St Andrews and all the poor PhD students would go round and Liz and he made me realise that - in later years as I reflected on why I enjoyed it so much - that we spend quite a lot of our time working, you know, if you actually really enjoy being there and want to be with those people life is just so much richer and I was determined that when I set up my lab I wanted to do my best to emulate that lovely friendly atmosphere.  

Al-Khalili
Now a fascinating recent experiment you did with Nathan is something you took inspiration from ancient Greece and one of Aesop's fables, can you tell us first about this fable?

Clayton
So in the fable there's a thirsty old mother crow who's absolutely desperate for a drink of water and the problem is she can't find any water readily available within beak reach.  But she stumbles upon this pitcher and it's a big pitcher and it's got some water in but the water level is too low for her to reach.  And being a clever mother crow she immediately has the idea of using some stones to raise the water level so that the water is within reach of her beak and then she can have a good old drink.

Al-Khalili
And you turned this into an experiment - how did you do that?

Clayton
So what we've done is we've tested both the Eurasian jays and the rooks on this ability - we'd give them a little vessel of water and a wax worm on the top.  Well for these birds wax worms are the Belgium truffles I tell you of the corvid world, I think Hoy can easily eat about 80 inone sitting.  So what we did was we give them a vessel with some water in and the water level was too low for them to reach the worm and then we gave them some stones and hey presto they will happily put stones into the tube to raise the water level and thereby get the tasty worm.

Al-Khalili
Did they work that out themselves straightaway or did it take time?

Clayton
It was pretty quick.  The moment they saw a stone falling into the tube they started putting stones in and raising the water level and getting the worm.

Al-Khalili
Were they doing this separately or could they watch each other?

Clayton
They were all tested individually - we wanted to make sure that each bird that we tested scientifically was understanding the problem, otherwise they might just be able to copy others.

Al-Khalili
Could this be something that birds have learnt to do over millions of years and they just do it automatically rather than something that they've figured out because they're bright?

Clayton
It's not something they do in the wild - there are a few pigeons that are known to dunk bread into water to soften it but I've never heard any reports of birds using stones to raise the water level.  We were really quite shocked when we...
Al-Khalili
I mean it is quite a remarkable thing to do, I'm not suggesting they figured out Archimedes principle...

Clayton
That's probably a bit much yes.

Al-Khalili
But, but I mean animals can learn tricks - a cat will learn how to sort of pull down a door handle to open a door.  They know if they do a particular action it will lead to a certain conclusion, are you sure that the birds aren't just - a stone dropped in the water and they realised I can get the worm now?

Clayton
So the - I think the interesting thing about the stone dropping task is that it's a very simple test but one in which you can then systematically vary the kinds of factors that are involved to ask questions about what they understand.  So for example we can say do they really understand that dropping the stones in the water is important to make the water level rise to get the worm? And we're doing those in a very scientific way - we're giving them either the choice of two different tubes or the choice of objects to put in the tube and we can simply in that way start chipping away at what the birds might understand about the task.

Al-Khalili
I guess the thing I'm struggling with is that as far as I know psychologists and neuroscientists don't even understand the nature of consciousness and intelligence in humans, it must be so much harder to learn something from non-humans?

Clayton
Well I think the interesting thing is that actually these kinds of tasks can be adapted to test humans, both young children and adult humans.

Al-Khalili
Would you do this sort of test that you've done with the crows on children for instance?

Clayton
Well we're doing it at the moment and surprisinglywe're finding that children find it really rather difficult to do these tasks and...

Al-Khalili
What sort of age are we talking about here?

Clayton
Well we've been testing - so my PhD student, Lucy Cheek, has been testing the children from the age of about three to about 10.

Al-Khalili
Goodness.

Clayton
And you know.

Al-Khalili
But of course you can talk to the children, so you can try and analyse where they're going wrong, why aren't they understanding what needs to be done...?

Clayton
Well that's one of the things we're trying to look at at the moment and the studies are on-going so I mustn't say too much but it's certainly quite interesting that I think that one of the things children struggle with is the notion of weight and exactly what things sinking does to water.   What I can tell you is that it's not something that young children find trivial, it's not that two and three year olds are passing it 100%, far from it.

Al-Khalili
It's quite incredible.  I know certainly in my area of physics if I have a theory and I suggest an experiment to test that theory then if it confirms it that's not enough, there need to be others who repeat other kinds of experiments to test the theory and it only survives as long as experiments as verifying and confirming it.  So are there other ways or other experiments, have there been other groups who've done similar studies yet?

Clayton
Yes there have.  So there have been Tom Smulders' group have been working on magpies showing that magpies can do similar things to the jays.  And there are researchers in Canada testing little chickadees - another of our feathered friends closely related to the great tits and marsh tits and blue tits that we see in the UK.  

Al-Khalili
Now you're widening the net yourself and looking at other species like dogs, elephants.  Now elephants are interesting because it's been shown, I think there's quite a recent study isn't there, that it's been shown that they're - they're able to recognise their reflection in a mirror but what does that tell us about intelligence, could that be something that's learned do you think?

Clayton
The whole business of recognising yourself in mirrors is quite a complicated one.  On the one hand sceptics would say:  Well it doesn't mean that they understand themselves, they might simply have an understanding of the body movements that you need to make in a mirror.  And perhaps that's true, the problem is how on earth could you have a direct test of self-consciousness?  I certainly can't think of one.  But what is striking is that there's only a select few species that pass this test...

Al-Khalili
And what animals can do that?

Clayton
And I kind of think of it as welcome to the clever club really, so the elephants pass this; the great apes pass this; the dolphins pass this.  And the only crow that's been tested so far to my knowledge is the magpie and yes the magpie passes this.  What it means we don't know but it's the long lived big brained animals, the ones that most people think of as highly intelligent, seem to be passing it.

Al-Khalili
And I mean that brings us the next question.  Can you say that there are certain conditions that are likely to lead to high intelligence, like brain size or are there other conditions?

Clayton
Yes I think we can, we certainly know that the main kinds of theories that have been proposed explain why we got our big brains and that of our fellow primate cousins - the monkeys and apes - is having to deal with the trials and tribulations of a complex social life.  It's more than just living in a big group, it's about interacting with others, it's keeping track of who and what and why and what they're plotting and what you're plotting and who wants to be friends and how to avoid your enemies...

Al-Khalili
But it's more than just cooperation?

Clayton
It's more than cooperation although clearly that's key but it's politicking and it's networking.

Al-Khalili
So you don't include ants or bees in this category because they all cooperate in large social groups?

Clayton
I think it's really about keeping track of higher order relationships, you know, I am friends with you but you have this other friend that I don't know and that other person thinks the world of you but doesn't like me - it's strategizing.

Al-Khalili
We said at the start of the programme that you're a keen dancer, that's an understatement really isn't it?

Clayton
Well I do spend quite a lot of my time dancing, probably 15 hours a week maybe.  And I particularly love Cuban salsa and Argentine tango.

Al-Khalili
Fifteen hours a week is a lot.

Clayton
I have a lot of energy.  Tasmanian Devil eat your heart out.

Music

Al-Khalili
And in recent years your love of dance and your love of science have come together.  You're now scientist in residence at the Rambert Dance Company and your ideas about children's development have inspired a collaboration with Mark Baldwin, the artistic director, called Seven for a secret,never to be told.  It's a collaboration that all started a few years ago.

Baldwin
Nicky Clayton pulled up in the gravel driveway, screeched to a halt and this little foot popped out of her sports car and it was beautifully clad and what I thought - oh that looks a bit like a tango shoe - and sure enough it was.  My first impression of Nicky was that she didn't really look like a scientist, she was kind of all blonde and fluffy and had an amazing dress on and she was bubbly and squeaky and very effusive.  And I think she mediates between the academic world of science and its public image of something being behind closed doors in white coats, inaccessible, I think she brushes that aside actually and dances into our world with ooh guess what I know, you know, it's quite delicious, a bit camp probably.  This idea that when people come to see the work which I have driven by science but the idea is not to be literal, these ideas are for everyone to interpret in any way they want to.  I don't want you to come along and think oh gosh I'm looking at a science lesson, that is absolutely not it.  Actually essentially these works that I've made with Nicky are for your pleasure and enjoyment and then there's a little something to think about.

Al-Khalili
Mark Baldwin.  And the music we heard earlier,is from a commissioned score by Stephen McNeff for Seven is a secret, never to be toldit's performed by the RambertOrchestra under the direction of Paul Hoskins.  Nicky, how do you translate complicated scientific ideas into ballet?

Clayton
That's a complicated process but I pick ideas that I've distilled down from the science into big concepts that for me inspire movement.  But really the idea is to think about maybe three themes that I think characterise what is true of the science but using non-scientific words.  So I see these ideas as a light bulb.  We can use words to describe our ideas and convey our ideas but we can also use movements.  An emotionality, an experience...

Al-Khalili
So it's not about direct interpretation?

Clayton
Absolutely.So in the case of the new piece Seven for a secret, never to be told Mark and I spent quite a lot of time also hanging out at a local school just watching children behave.  I watch them in just the same way as I watch the birds and that's exactly how Mark works too.  

Al-Khalili
Nicky Clayton, from your interest in birds you've challenged how many people think about the evolution of intelligence in animals and humans.  You're a Cambridge professor and now scientist in residence at a modern dance company - how would you like people to think of you?

Clayton
I would like people to think of me as the little bird lady, the dancing professor and I would like to think that I try to transcend the boundaries, I like to think outside of the box.

Al-Khalili
Nicky Clayton thank you very much indeed.



